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We present localized measurements of interactions between Neoclassical Tearing Modes

(NTMs) and turbulent electron temperature fluctuations (T̃e) in the expected kθρs = 0− 0.5
wave-number range of the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) instability measured via Corre-
lation Electron Cyclotron Emission (kθ and ρs are the poloidal wave-number and ion-sound
Larmor radius, respectively). Comparison to GENE gyrokinetic simulations, shows qualitative

agreement with T̃e being reduced (increased) inside (outside) of the islands due to modified lo-

cal gradients, and T̃e being higher (lower) in the region outside the island where lower (higher)
flow shear is expected due to radially asymmetric island shape. These results are consistent
with previously reported modifications of long and intermediate wavelength turbulent density
fluctuations and cross-field electron thermal diffusivity reduction at the O-point of magnetic

islands. Interestingly, a 30% increase of T̃e is detected at the NTM rational surface when the
island width is a few times ρs, which is replicated by GENE through zonal flow damping due
to the destroyed magnetic field topology of the NTM rational surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neoclassical Tearing Modes (NTM) are large-scale re-
sistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities that
form magnetic islands on low order rational flux sur-
faces of tokamak plasmas. m/n = 2/1 NTMs are impor-
tant as they can severely degrade the plasma confinement
and can lead to plasma termination1 (m and n are the
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively). The
effect of magnetic islands on small-scale turbulence and
the impact of turbulence on NTM stability have been an
active field of theoretical research2–19. Recently, a num-
ber of experiments studied the effect of stationary mag-
netic islands on low- and intermediate-k turbulent den-
sity fluctuations (ñ) with Far Infrared Scattering (FIR),
Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES), Doppler Backscat-
tering (DBS) and Interferometry20–24. Measurements
of ñ via BES, DBS and FIR across m/n = 2/1 NTM
magnetic islands were reported recently in DIII-D25–28.
These experiments reported reduced ñ in the O-point re-
gion of the islands where the electron temperature (Te)
is nearly flat, and increased ñ at the X-point as well as
radially outside of the island in line with the O-point,
where gradients are large enough to linearly destabilize
the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) and Trapped Elec-
tron Mode (TEM) turbulence. GENE non-linear gyroki-
netic simulations of ion-scale ñ across static magnetic is-
lands can qualitatively replicate the observed scaling of ñ
with respect to the island width (W) inside and outside
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of the radial range of 2/1 NTM islands in DIII-D18,27.
In line with ñ, turbulent electron temperature fluctu-

ations (T̃e) are also expected to drive transport across
the island separatrices, supporting finite pressure gradi-
ent in a boundary layer inside the island separatrices and

thereby impacting NTM stability. Measurements of T̃e

have been limited to non-rotating 2/1 islands driven ex-
ternally by resonant magnetic perturbation in KSTAR29

and to 1/1 classical tearing driven islands in HL-2A30.

However, T̃e measurements have not been reported for
NTMs in reactor relevant plasma conditions. In both of
the aforementioned experiments the Electron Cyclotron
Emission (ECE) imaging diagnostic was utilized to probe
Te in saturated islands.

Diagnostics based upon ECE are widely used for Te

profile measurements and given sufficient spatiotempo-

ral resolution, can be used to investigate turbulent T̃e.

However, it is difficult to measure small T̃e in H-mode
plasmas, typically ≈ 1%, via a standard ECE radiome-
ter due to the inherent thermal noise in the ECE sig-
nals. A solution to this problem is offered by the Corre-
lation ECE diagnostic (CECE), which is a two-channel

ECE radiometer designed for T̃e measurements. Cross-
correlation of two closely spaced ECE channels having

uncorrelated thermal noise reveals small T̃e.
In this paper we report measurements of localized T̃e

across naturally rotating 2/1 NTM magnetic islands in
DIII-D31 high confinement mode (H-mode) plasmas via
the CECE32 diagnostic along with qualitative compari-
son to GENE33 non-linear gyrokinetic simulations with

magnetic islands. T̃e measurements were taken in the
saturated phase of the NTM as well as during the NTM
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growing phase. Note that the measurement of a T̃e fluc-
tuation level requires typically at least a 200 ms time
window but NTMs grow and saturate in typically about

100 ms after onset. In order to reconstruct the T̃e(r) ra-
dial profile at a set of different island widths, the NTM
growing phase was sub divided into a set of time win-
dows, each characterized by a different average W. Next,
the windows characterized by the same W in a series of

repeat discharges were grouped together and T̃e(r) was
computed from each group of windows separately. By

doing so, the scaling of the T̃e(r) radial profile across the
island is resolved with respect to W. The reported mea-
surements of turbulence properties and response to mag-
netic islands are important as they provide information
to study NTM-turbulence interaction, as well as to test
and validate turbulence and transport simulation codes.

Complementing the experimental data, we qualita-
tively compare the CECE data to GENE gyrokinetic
simulations with magnetic islands. These simulations
are run with more realistic island shapes than earlier
studies27 to correctly account for the radial asymmetry
of the perturbed flux, which is expected to impact flow

shear and turbulence levels18,29. T̃e decreases (increases)
with W inside (outside) of the radial range of the is-
land when W is larger than a few times the ion gyrora-
dius. These are in qualitative agreement with mesured

T̃e reported here and measured ñ reported earlier25–27.

The radial profile of T̃e modification due to the island
is asymmetric about the rational surface with smaller

(larger) T̃e in the region where larger (smaller) flow shear
is expected due to the radially asymmetric island shape.

Interestingly, CECE detects increased T̃e near q = 2
when W is a few times the ion gyroradius. This ef-
fect is captured by the gyrokinetic simulations, where
the narrow island damps zonal flows and thereby causes
an increase in turbulence in the X-point region. This
mechanism may be related to ñ increase due to radial
magnetic fields driven externally by resonant magnetic
perturbation during ELM suppression, an effect that was
predicted theoretically34,35 and observed36 in DIII-D.

The paper is structured as follows. The experiments
and diagnostics are described in Section II. Magnetic is-

land effects on T̃e turbulence are described in Section III,
followed by gyrokinetic simulations in Section IV. The
paper is then concluded with a comparison of the DIII-D
data and GENE simulation results in Section V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

We studied low-k broadband T̃e interaction with nat-
urally growing and rotating 2/1 NTMs in reproducible,
stationary H-mode plasma conditions with an 8 chan-
nel CECE diagnostic32 in DIII-D31. Growing magnetic
islands flatten profiles in the O-point region and tran-
siently increase gradients outside of the island region37.

Possible concomitant transient changes in T̃e can there-

fore be studied across growing islands in non-equilibrium

conditions, in contrast to saturated islands. T̃e modifica-
tions by saturated islands has been reported earlier29,30.

An increase in turbulence outside of the island may
contribute to the decrease of plasma stored energy in
the NTM growing phase. This growing phase may also
be used as a W scan by sub-dividing the transient into
short time windows. We note that one may alternatively
scan the saturated island width (WSAT) shot-to-shot and

probe T̃e in the flat-top phase of the discharges with
fixed heat and particle sources. However, fluxes balance
the fixed sources in equilibrium and gradients are not in-
creased outside of the island, therefore a substantial in-
crease of turbulence is not expected outside of the island
in the flat-top phase25.

However, to resolve the small amplitude T̃e level from
thermal noise with the CECE diagnostic, more than 1000
sub data sets are required, corresponding to about 200 ms
data with 2048 points in one FFT with 50% overlap. As
NTMs saturate typically in about 100 ms after onset,

the temporal resolution of the measured T̃e is not high

enough to investigate T̃e evolution within the growing
phase of a magnetic island in a single discharge, hence
repeat discharges are required. The required data was
collected in a series of 10 repeat discharges, where the
NTM growing phase was then sub-divided into 5 time

windows of at least 200 ms, enabling the T̃e(r) profile to
determined at 5 different values of W.

To ensure that local conditions for turbulence growth
around the islands are comparable across the analyzed
discharges, such as ne, Te, Ti and their gradients, highly
reproducible plasmas with similar magnetic island evo-
lution and robust confinement response are required.
These requirements were fulfilled by hybrid discharges
with m/n = 2/1 NTMs of WSAT ≈11 cm at ρ ≈ 0.4,
rotating with f1 ≈5 kHz. The major radius coordinate
of the q = m/n surface was Rs ≈ 203 cm. Typical val-
ues of relevant plasma parameters: major radius of the
magnetic axis was R = 179 cm, minor radius a = 58 cm,
elongation was κ = 1.85, plasma current Ip = 1 MA.
8 MW neutral beam power was injected with a peak-
to-peak modulation amplitude of 6 MW. The electron
temperature (Te, electron cyclotron emission, ECE38)
and ion temperature (Ti, charge exchange recombina-
tion, CER39) at q = 2 were approximately 3.2 keV. In the
stationary state the chord averaged electron density was
ne ≈ 3.8×1019m−3 (interferometry40), the toroidal mag-
netic field was BT = 2.05 T in the counter-Ip direction,
normalized plasma beta was βN = 2 (β aBT/IP).

NTM evolution and the confinement response are sim-
ilar across these plasmas as seen from the time traces of
W, Te and ne in Fig. 1 (a-c), where time is measured
relative to the NTM onset time (t◦) for convenience.
Similarity between NTM dynamics and confinement re-
sponse across discharges is quantified by the relationship
between the standard deviation (σ̄) of the time average
of Te, ne and the n = 1 Mirnov amplitude (B1) and fre-
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FIG. 1: Time history of the (a) island width, (b) ECE electron temperature at q = 2 and (c) line integrated density. Rotation averaged
negative scale lengths before NTM onset (w/o NTM) (d) −Ln, (e) −LTi, (f) −LTe and after NTM saturation (w NTM) (g) −Ln, (h)

−LTi, (i) −LTe. These negative scale lengths were calculated from cubic splines fitted to the measured profiles of ne,Ti and Te.

quency (f1) within shots and the ensemble averaged stan-
dard deviation within shots (σ). σ̄ and σ are compared
in a window before NTM onset (∆t1 = (t1, t1 + ∆t)) and
after NTM saturation (∆t2 = (t2, t2 + ∆t)). ∆t = 20 ms
windows were used starting t1 = 20 ms before NTM on-
set and t2 = 120 ms after NTM onset in the saturated
state. These time windows are highlighted in Fig. 1 (a-c).
t1 and t2 were chosen to ensure the data is taken from
stationary phases close to the transient. The σ and σ̄
metrics are defined as follows. MTe

b,i is the time average

of Te within the ith discharge in the ∆t1 time window and
MTe

b is the ensemble average of MTe

b,i over all discharges:

MTe

b,i =
1

∆t

n∑
k=1

Te(tk), MTe

b =
1

N

N∑
i=1

MTe

b,i , (1)

where the summation over k is carried out in the ∆t1
interval. The standard deviation of MTe

b,i across all dis-
charges is:

σ̄Te

b =

√∑N
i=1(MTe

b −MTe

b,i)
2

N − 1
. (2)

The ensemble averaged standard deviation is:

σTe

b =
1

N

N∑
i=1

√∑n
k=1 (MTe

b,i − Te(tk))2

n− 1
, (3)

Here N is the number of discharges, n is the number of
samples within a shot in the ∆t1 interval and the index
b stands for ”before NTM onset”. The same definitions
hold for the ∆t2 interval, where the index a stands for
”after NTM saturation”. The same definitions are used
for the ne, B1 and f1 quantities and numerical values are
summarized in Table I.

Before NTM onset Mb σ̄b σ̄b[%] σb

Te [keV] 3.2 0.18 5.6 0.10
ne [1019m−3] 4.4 0.11 2.7 0.09
B1 [10−4T] 1.2 0.16 13.3 0.29

After saturation Ma σ̄a σ̄a[%] σa

Te [keV] 2.3 0.17 7.4 0.08
ne [1019m−3] 3.8 0.09 2.3 0.09
B1 [10−4T] 7.8 0.52 6.7 0.30
f1 [kHz] 5.4 0.45 8.4 0.32

TABLE I: Comparison of Te, ne, n=1 Mirnov amplitude and
frequency across all discharges before NTM onset & in the

saturated phase of the NTM.

Variations of Te, ne and B1 across the discharges (σ̄b)
are comparable to the corresponding variations within
shots (σb). Therefore, we use these discharges to derive

average T̃e levels within time windows where W falls in
one of the five pre-defined ranges listed in Table II. These
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five ranges of W were selected in each discharge such
that even the shortest window (the one right after onset
where the NTM growth is the fastest) integrates to at
least 200 ms over the set of discharges. These ranges
(#1−#5) are also highlighted in Fig. 1 (a).

window Wmin [cm] Wmax [cm] Wmean [cm]
#1 (ref.) no island N/A N/A
#2 0 5.50 2.8
#3 5.50 7.10 6.3
#4 7.10 8.75 7.9
#5 8.75 10.0 9.4

TABLE II: Time window selection criteria for each discharge.
Window #1 is used as a reference window w/o NTM. Windows
#2-5 represent phases during NTM evolution with different W.

Experimental characterization of the island structure
is discussed in Subsection II A. NTM impact on plasma
profiles and expected linear effects on micro-turbulence
stability at q = 2 are described in Subsection II B.

A. Measurement of the Island Width (ECE and Mirnov)

The structure, location, rotation and width of the 2/1
islands were monitored via the DIII-D ECE radiometer
which measures high resolution Te from optically thick,
second harmonic (X-mode) electron cyclotron emission.
Te was probed at 40 radial locations with 480 kHz sam-
pling rate 0.3 cm above the tokamak mid-plane. Island
rotation enables Te to be probed with respect to the is-
land helical phase ξ = mθ−nφ. In the lab frame ξ = ω◦t,
where ω◦/(2π) is the island frequency, and t is time. The
perturbed flux surfaces of the island are labeled by Ω:

Ω = 8X2 + (2AX + 1)cos(ξ) (4)

Here X = (R−Rs)/W and A is the dimensionless radial
asymmetry parameter41. Ω = 1−A2/8 maps out the sep-
aratrix of the island. To characterize the islands, the W,
Rs and A parameters were determined by fitting the solu-
tions of an anisotropic heat transport model of magnetic
islands42 to the ECE data in 5 ms windows. This method
solves the ∇2

⊥χ⊥Te +∇2
‖χ‖Te = 0 transport equation in

the island geometry in a grid of the parameter space de-
fined by W,Rs, χ⊥/χ‖ and A. Here χ⊥ and χ‖ are the
perpendicular and parallel electron thermal diffusivities,
respectively. The coordinates of the grid point where the
model produces the smallest squared error, compared to
the experimental data, are the best estimators of the is-
land parameters. Typical values are W ≈ 5 − 10 cm,
χ⊥/χ‖ = 10−8 and A = −0.6.

This method is applicable when W is larger than the
radial resolution of the ECE measurement and when the
island is at least partially flattened, which are satisfied
typically when W > 5 cm. The island width determi-
nation was extended to the W < 5 cm by combining
the above described method with external magnetic mea-

surements as, for example, in integrated TRANSP simu-
lations of NTM driven fast ion transport43.

B. Plasma Profiles and Linearly Unstable Drift Waves

Determining the type of unstable drift-waves across
the island requires nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations with
magnetic islands and plasma parameters (Te, Ti, ∇Te,
∇Ti, ∇ne, geometry, rotation, etc.) matched to the ex-
periment, which is beyond the scope of this paper. How-
ever, to identify the type of dominant micro-instability
of the background plasma at q = 2 before NTM onset,
in the k-range probed by the CECE diagnostic, we used
linear GENE gyro-kinetic simulations33 with the experi-
mental profiles measured before NTM onset as in earlier
work26–28. Typically, the most unstable mode of these
plasmas around ρ ≈ 0.4 is the ITG instability and Ln/LTi

and Te/Ti are good indicators for the stability of this
mode44–46. At higher values of Ln/LTi and Te/Ti ITG
modes are more unstable.

Measured profiles of ne (Thomson scattering47), Te

(ECE and Thomson scattering) and Ti (Charge Ex-
change Recombination39) were used to calculate the neg-

FIG. 2: (a) Linear growth rates and (b) frequencies of unstable
drift waves at q = 2 before NTM onset (filled circles) and after

NTM saturation (open circles) via GENE (see input experimental
profiles in Fig. 1). Shaded column marks the sensitivity range of

the T̃e turbulence diagnostic (CECE).
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ative gradient length-scales −Ln = −ne/∇ne, −LTi =
−Ti/∇Ti and −LTe = Te/∇Te in the ∆t1 time window
before NTM onset [Fig. 1 (d-f)] and in the ∆t2 time win-
dow after NTM onset in the saturated state [Fig. 1 (g-i)].

These negative gradient length-scale profiles are flat
without an island at q = 2 [Fig. 1 (d-f)] but peaked inside
the 2/1 island region after NTM saturation [Fig. 1 (g-i)].
Before NTM onset Ln/LTi = 4.15 ± 0.40 and Ti/Te =
1.17± 0.06 in the analyzed 10 discharges but after NTM
saturation Ln/LTi = 1.86±0.44 and Ti/Te = 1.01±0.04.
The decrease of Ln/LTi by about a factor of 2 is a strong
indication that ITG modes are linearly more stable inside
the island region than in the background plasma at q = 2
before NTM onset in all of these plasmas.

Our GENE flux-tube simulations were run on ion-
scales (kθρs = 0.1 − 1.2), used two fully kinetic species
(deuterons and electrons) and included electromagnetic
effects. Here kθ is the poloidal wavenumber and ρs =
cs/ωi ≈ 0.4 cm, where cs =

√
Te/mi ≈ 338 km/s, and

mi and ωi are the ion mass and cyclotron frequency, re-
spectively. A dominant mode in the range of the Ion
Temperature Gradient (ITG) instability that propagates
in the ion diamagnetic direction was found at long wave-
lengths (kθρs / 1.2) before NTM onset [Fig. 2]. The
growth rate (γ) of this mode increases with Ti/Te and
with Ln/LTi, which are good indicators of the ITG in-
stability, as mentioned before. Variations of γ across
discharges are due variations of profile gradients. Col-
lision frequencies were small and varied slightly and did
not affect γ significantly. When using the profiles from
after NTM saturation [Fig. 1 (g-i)], all modes become
stable. This suggest that all modes are linearly stable
at the O-point of the islands. As the CECE diagnostic
is sensitive in the kθρs < 0.5 range, the probed fluctua-
tions discussed in Section III are presumably due to ITG
turbulence.

III. TURBULENT T̃e CHARACTERISTICS AND
RESPONSE TO NTMS (CECE)

Correlation ECE (CECE) diagnostic was used to in-

vestigate the interaction between low-k T̃e with NTM in
this study. CECE is a diagnostic technique to measure

T̃e masked by thermal noise in the ECE radiometer sig-
nal through a cross correlation technique48. The CECE
diagnostic at DIII-D uses 2nd harmonic X-mode ECE
radiation and removes thermal noise through a spectral
decorrelation scheme, correlating two ECE channels in
the disjoint frequency band but located within the corre-

lation length of T̃e
49. This CECE system32 was probing

T̃e at 8 radial locations simultaneously inside and out-
side of the radial range of the magnetic islands in the
outboard mid-plane. CECE data shown in this study
are from optically thick plasma (optical depth, τ > 20),
so the effect of ñ on the CECE measurements50 is neg-
ligible here. Non-thermal emission due to MHD modes
such as ELM51 was also excluded in this analysis. Fig. 3

FIG. 3: CPSD of the CECE channels (a) radially inside and (b)
radially outside of the island region. Thick (black) line indicates

T̃e without NTM and thin (red) line indicates T̃e with NTM

shows examples of the CECE cross power spectral density
(CPSD) inside and outside of the radial range of the is-
land. Broadband fluctuations in the ∆f = 50− 200 kHz

range are attributed to Te turbulence (T̃e). Fig. 3 (a)

shows that within the island region T̃e is smaller with
NTM compared to before NTM onset, while Fig. 3 (b)

shows that radially outside of the island region T̃e is
larger with NTM compared to before NTM onset.

These broadband fluctuations shown in Fig. 3 are pre-
sumably due to ITG turbulence, as discussed in Subsec-
tion II B. The integral of the CPSD over the ∆f range

is then used to monitor changes of T̃e inside and out-
side of the radial range of the island during NTM evo-

lution. Note, that this T̃e is rotation averaged and the
helical structure is not resolved (e.g. differences between
X-point and O-point fluctuation levels are not obtained).
Resolution vs. ξ would require even more data samples
and therefore additional sets of repeat discharges. The

change of the T̃e(R) profile caused by the island is cal-
culated as:

∆T̃e(R) =

〈
T̃e(R)− T̃e,W=0(R)

T̃e,W=0(R)

〉
ξ

, (5)

where T̃e,W=0(R) is the radial profile of the fluctuations
before NTM onset. The four profiles in Fig. 4 (i,j,k,l)
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FIG. 4: (a-d) Contour of instantaneous T̃e in GENE simulations. (e-h) Radial profiles of T̃e changes due to an island in GENE
simulations. (i-l) Radial profiles of CPSD of CECE channels.

show ∆T̃e(R) right after island formation [Fig. 4 (i)],
at two stages of the island growth [Fig. 4 (j,k)] and in
the saturated state [Fig. 4 (l)]. When a narrow island is

formed (W = 2.8 cm), the probed T̃e at Rs is higher than
before island formation [Fig. 4 (i)]. As the island grows,

T̃e gradually decreases inside the island and increases
outside of the island in the probed radial range. These
changes are qualitatively expected based on the evolution
of local gradients in these discharges which were shown
earlier in Fig. 1. The maximum detected increase (reduc-

tion) are 30% (-30%). These changes in T̃e during NTM
growth are in qualitative agreement with the changes in
ñ in the 165064 DIII-D plasma27.

A radial asymmetry of T̃e is also evident in [Fig. 4 (j),
(k), (l)]. Fluctuations are lower near the separatrix on
the plasma core side of the island (R−) compared to near
the separatrix on the plasma edge side of the island (R+),
where

R± = Rs ±
W

2

(
1± A

4
+

1

2

(
A

4

)2
)
. (6)

These results are important as an increase of T̃e radi-
ally outside of the island may increase the thermal trans-

port which is consistent with observed loss of thermal
confinement due to NTMs1. On the other hand, reduced

T̃e at the O-point offers an explanation for reduced ther-
mal transport at the O-point42,52,53which is expected to
have a destabilizing effect on the NTM25.

In Section IV, the above reported measurements will
be compared to GENE non-linear gyrokinetic turbulence
simulations with magnetic islands.

IV. T̃e IN NON-LINEAR GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS
WITH MAGNETIC ISLANDS

We have used GENE nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations
in 3-dimensional, toroidal geometry with static mag-
netic islands to study magnetic island effects on ion-scale
turbulence18. Comparison to DIII-D BES data reported
that the simulations with radially symmetric structure
qualitatively replicate the observed scaling of ñ modifi-
cation with island size27. However, for a more detailed
comparison, here we also consider the effect of the ra-
dial asymmetry of the island. When A < 0, shear flows
increase (decrease) at the island separatrix in line with
the O-point near R− (R+). This modified flow shear
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then feeds back to decrease (increase) local fluctuation
levels18. As the islands are characterized by A = −0.6,

low (high) flow shear and increased (decreased) T̃e is ex-
pected radially outside of the island near R+ (R−).

GENE self-consistently solves the gyrokinetic-Maxwell
system of equations on a fixed grid in five dimensional
phase space (plus time). Two particle species (deuterons
and electrons) were used including electromagnetic ef-
fects. The equilibrium magnetic configuration (large
aspect-ratio, circular model equilibrium) is characterized
by a safety factor of q = 1.5, magnetic shear of ŝ = 0.16
and inverse aspect ratio of ε = 0.19, R/LTi = R/LTe =
6.9, R/Ln = 2.2. These parameters are similar to the
”Cyclone DIII-D base case parameter set”54 (discharge
#81499) as in other gyrokinetic simulations13,55. As
such, these simulations can only be compared qualita-
tively to the DIII-D experiments of this paper and the
simulation results are presented in arbitrary units.

The simulations are started out with constant gradi-
ents which drive the ITG modes unstable. Next, the
turbulent cross-field transport and the fast parallel trans-
port inside the island lead to the modification of the ini-
tially imposed profile such that gradients are reduced at
the O-point but increased outside the island region. Mod-
ified gradients in turn can lead to turbulence modifica-
tion in a self-consistent way. The simulation is run much
longer than the turbulence correlation time beyond which
the system has come to statistical equilibrium. Note, that
the equilibrium profiles are fixed through the boundary
conditions, as the characteristic global confinement time-
scale of H-mode plasmas is much longer than the time-
scale of these simulations. However, the profiles quickly
modify inside and around the island due to the parallel
transport which has a much shorter time-scale than the
global confinement.

The gyrokinetic turbulent electron temperature fluctu-

ation amplitude T̃e(R, ξ) is calculated as the root mean
square of the instantaneous turbulent electron tempera-

ture fluctuations T̃e(R, ξ, t) of the simulation output:

T̃e(R, ξ) =
(
〈(T̃e(R, ξ, t)− 〈T̃e(R, ξ, t)〉t)2〉t

)1/2
(7)

Snapshots of T̃e(R, ξ, t) in Fig. 4 (a-d) show that instan-
taneous turbulent electron temperature fluctuations are
slightly reduced inside but not affected substantially out-

side a small island (W ≈ 11ρi). In contrast, T̃e decreases
(increases) inside (outside) large islands (W > 11ρi).
This is more clear from the radial profile of the relative

change of the fluctuation level (∆T̃e) averaged over the
helical coordinate [Fig. 4 (e-h)], defined as:

∆T̃◦e(R) =
〈T̃e(R, ξ)〉ξ − T̃ref

e

T̃ref
e

(8)

where T̃ref
e = 〈T̃e,W=0(RB, ξ)〉ξ is a constant reference

fluctuation level, calculated at the boundary (RB) of

the simulation box without island. ∆T̃e(R) increases by

maximum about 100% radially outside of the island re-
gion when W ≈ 44ρs, and reduces by about 20% radially
inside the island region. These changes are in qualita-
tive agreement with increased (reduced) local gradients
outside (inside) the island region.

Note that ∆T̃◦e(R) is radially asymmetric, as expected,
due to the radially asymmetric island shape. With A =

−0.6, ∆T̃◦e(R) is smaller at R < R− compared to ∆T̃e

at R+ < R.
Interestingly, when W is comparable to the radial cor-

relation length of zonal flows (ZFs) at q = m/n (∆Rzf),
the perturbed magnetic geometry of the island reduces

ZF growth rates and allows T̃e saturation at a relatively
higher level, see Subsection IV A.

A. Effect of Narrow Islands on ZFs and T̃e Saturation

ZFs have relatively large growth rates at q = m/n,

which reduces local T̃e levels in a narrow band of ∆Rzf ≈
10ρs around the rational surface in the simulation with-
out islands [Fig. 5 (a)]. Interestingly, when W ≥ ∆Rzf,

ZFs are significantly suppressed which then allows T̃e

saturation at a higher level in the X-point region where
gradients are not affected by the island [Fig. 5 (b)]. In

turn, the local fluctuation level (∆T̃e(R)) increases at the
rational surface as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4 (e).

∆T̃e(R) is calculated as:

∆T̃e(R) =
〈T̃e(R, ξ)〉ξ − T̃ref

e (R)

T̃ref
e (R)

(9)

For clarity, we point out the difference between expres-
sions (8) and (9). In contrast to expression (8), where the

reference is a constant (T̃ref
e ), in expression (9) the refer-

ence is the helically averaged radial profile of T̃e without
island. This latter normalization accounts for local vari-
ations of T̃e caused by ZFs at the rational surface in the
simulation without island.

FIG. 5: Contour of the T̃e RMS (a) w/o island and (b) with an
island whose width is comparable to the radial correlation length

of ZFs at q = m/n.

The overall picture emerging from Fig. 5 is that the
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destruction of rational flux surface topology at q = m/n

can significantly damp ZFs thereby allowing T̃e increase
in the X-point region of a narrow island.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper reported on (i) a series of controlled H-
mode experiments in DIII-D to measure the effect of
naturally occurring, freely rotating 2/1 NTM islands on
turbulent electron temperature fluctuations and on (ii)
non-linear gyrokinetic simulations of this effect via the
GENE code.

Localized measurements of low-k T̃e via CECE, corre-
sponding to the expected range of the Ion Temperature
Gradient instability, show the following key features:

1. Reduction (increase) of T̃e levels inside (outside)
the region of rotating, growing and stationary
m/n = 2/1 magnetic islands when the island
width is larger than a few times the ion gyrora-
dius. These changes are in qualitative agreement
with previously reported turbulent density fluctua-
tion measurements27.

2. Contrary to expectation based on local gradients,

T̃e increases at q = m/n when the island width is a
few times the ion gyroradius. This result has been
rigorously inspected by a series of analyses: (i) we
have verified that this increase is present in multi-
ple discharges, (ii) the ELM filtering and frequency
filtering have no qualitative impact on this result.

3. T̃e modification is radially asymmetric with weaker
turbulence on the core side of the island where
higher flow shear is expected.

In comparison to GENE non-linear gyrokinetic simula-
tions with magnetic islands, qualitative agreement with
the DIII-D CECE data is reported in the following char-
acteristics:

1. T̃e is reduced (increased) primarily at the O-point
(outside) of the islands, caused by reduced (in-
creased) local turbulence drives.

2. T̃e increases in the island region (compared to no is-
land) when W is comparable or larger to the ZF ra-
dial correlation length. This is caused by destroyed
flux surface topology by the island which reduces

ZF growth rates, reducing T̃e regulation in the X-
point region. Note that this effect is seen in the
experiment only when W = 2.8 cm.

3. T̃e is radially asymmetric. With A = −0.6, T̃e is

smaller at R < R− compared to ∆T̃◦e at R+ < R.
This is caused by increased (reduced) flow shear at
R < R− (R < R+) due to the radially asymmetric
island flux surfaces.

These results are important as increased T̃e outside of the
island may explain increased thermal transport in the

transient phase of NTMs1,56 while decreased T̃e inside
the island region offers explanation for measured cross-
field electron thermal diffusivity (χ⊥) reduction at the
O-point of magnetic islands42,52,53. Observed increase

of T̃e at q = m/n in the narrow island limit, poten-
tially caused by ZF damping, may have an effect on the
threshold island width for NTM growth, which should
be included in NTM dynamical models, e.g. the mod-
ified Rutherford Equation. This interaction may also
be related to observed increase of turbulence and trans-
port due to resonant magnetic perturbations in ELM-
suppressed plasmas36 as suggested theoretically34,35.
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